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the breitmann ballads charles g. leland. this work is ... - the breitmann ballads by charles g. leland.
1889 to the memory of the late nicholas trübner this work is dedicated by charles g. leland this project
gutenberg edition is dedicated to: poul and karen anderson without whose inspiration it would not exist. geoff
kidd krista rourke ad musan. "est mihi schoena etenim et praestanti corpore liebsta haec sola est mea musa
meoque regierit in herza ... the breitmann ballads by charles g. leland - the breitmann ballads by charles
g. leland the breitmann ballads by charles g. leland is dedicated to: poul and karen anderson without whose
inspiration the breitmann ballads - public-library - when hans breitmann's party, with other ballads,
appeared, the only claim made on its behalf was, that it constituted the first book ever written in english as
imperfectly spoken by germans. the author hans br - readux - charles g. leland, from whose pen we have the
' breitmann ballads,' has long been known in the united states as the author of some admirable pieces, prose
and verse, first published in newspapers and magazines, and particularly for his skill in translating from the
german. if we mistake not, he is another of those americans, who, like bayard taylor, ross, and dana, have
travelled ex ... the charles g. leland collection of romani books and ... - leland volumes at the british
library and establish how they relate to his life and research. charles g. leland 4 charles godfrey leland was
born on 15 august 1824 in philadelphia. a bibliogkaphy of the woeks of chaeles godfeey leland. - 254
the works of charles godfrey leland. a bibliogkaphy of the woeks of chaeles godfeey leland. by joseph jackson.
(continued from page 162.) fifth period 1875-1884. the english gipsies and their language - celtic earth
spirit - the english gipsies and their language . by . charles g. leland . author of “hans breitmann’s ballads,”
“the music lesson of confucius,” etc. etc. coequal heirs - duke university - - 1charles godfrey leland, hans
breitmann’s ballads when german-americans took up arms in defense of the union during the american civil
war, they fully understood that their performance in battle and commitment to the war
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